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INTRODUCTION 

The Bermuda National Bibliography records the publishing activity of Bermuda and provides a 
reflection of the social, economic and cultural endeavours of this country. The bulk of these 
materials are obtained through Legal Deposit which allows us to maintain a permanent 
record of an important aspect of the Island's cultural heritage. 

Legal Deposit in Bermuda 

The first Legal Deposit legislation in Bermuda was The Printed Publication Act, 1971, 
which only covered print materials. This Act was amended by The Legal Deposit Act, 
2008 which greatly broadened the scope covered. 

The Legal Deposit Act, 2008, which repeals Section 5 of the Printed Publications Act 1971, sets 
out the requirements regarding the deposit of new Bermuda publications in the Bermuda 
National Library.  A small section is reproduced below: 

"Delivery of copies of publications  

3 (1) This section applies to—  

(a) a person who publishes a publication in Bermuda; and  

(b) a person who is resident in Bermuda, or whose principal place of business 

is in Bermuda, and who publishes, or commissions the publishing of, a 

publication outside Bermuda for distribution or making available in Bermuda.  

(2) Subject to subsection (5), every person who publishes a publication shall within 

seven days after the date of publishing it deliver a copy of the publication, at their own 

expense, to the Head Librarian for deposit in the Bermuda National Library.  

(3) The copy shall be delivered in the medium in which it is published, unless 

another medium is prescribed." 

General Selection Criteria 

Included are works about Bermuda and Bermudians, published both locally and abroad, 
works published in Bermuda on other subjects, and works published abroad by Bermudians. 
Emphasis is on items readily available through normal book suppliers or through the author 
or publisher. However, Bermuda has a small and unique publishing environment so 
unpublished and privately-printed titles are often deposited with the Bermuda National 
Library. These are included in the Bibliography. 

Media Covered 

The Bibliography covers monographs, periodical publications, published and unpublished 
Government and other reports, audio-visual materials, and items in other formats when 
applicable. Some theses are included; particularly those covering subjects significant to 
Bermuda. 

Many Bermuda Government documents are only made available online as PDFs. These and 
other electronic documents are not included in the Bermuda National Bibliography but they 
are collected by the Bermuda National Library whenever possible. Some Government 
Departments print out their documents specifically for deposit at the Bermuda National 
Library. These printed copies are catalogued and included in the Bibliography. 



 

iii 

Fiction published outside Bermuda with a Bermuda setting is not usually included unless the 
author has a local connection. These items may form a part of the general circulation 
collection but are not considered to be a part of the Bermudiana Collection so do not appear 
in the Bibliography. 

Posters, tourist and promotional fliers, event programmes and other ephemera are not 
usually included in the Bibliography even though representative examples of these kinds of 
publications may be collected by the Library. 

Cataloguing Codes and Standards of Description 

The list is arranged according to the 23rd edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification. New 
materials are catalogued according to the provisions of Resource Description & Access (RDA). 
Records for continuing publications originally created prior to 2014 follow the Anglo-American 
Cataloguing Rules, Second edition, 2002 revision (updated 2003-2005). 

Subject headings are derived from an in-house format for local authority records which is based on 
the Sears List of Subject Headings and the LC Name Authority File. 

Occasionally notes have been left out or abbreviated. Full bibliographic records (including MARC 
format) can be viewed in the online catalogue via the Bermuda National Library's website at 
www.bnl.bm. 
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OUTLINE OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (ten main classes and some 
frequently used divisions) 

000  Computer science, information, general 
works 

100  Philosophy, parapsychology and occultism, 
psychology 

130  Parapsychology and occultism 

150  Psychology 

200  Religion 

220  Bible 

230  Christianity 

240  Christian moral and devotional theology 
248  Christian experience, practice, life 

260  Christian organisation, social work and 
worship 

280  Christian denominations 

290  Other religions 

300  Social sciences, sociology and anthropology 

304  Factors affecting social behaviour 

304.6021  Population statistics (census) 
305.2  Groups of people by age 
305.3  People by gender or sex 
305.8  Ethnic and national groups 

310  Statistics 

320  Political science 

326  Slavery and emancipation 

330  Economics 
330.97299  Economic conditions in Bermuda 
331  Labour Economics 

340  Law 
346.07  Commercial law 

350  Public administration and military science 
352.497299  Financial administration and 
budget of Bermuda 

360  Social problems and social services 
362 Social Welfare Problems and Services 

370  Education 

380  Commerce, communication and 
transportation 

390  Customs, etiquette and folklore 

400  Language 

500  Natural sciences and mathematics 

510  Mathematics 

550  Earth sciences and geology 
551.552 Hurricanes 

570  Biology 

580  Plants (botany) 

590  Animals (zoology) 

600  Technology (applied sciences) 

610  Medicine and health 

620  Engineering 

630  Agriculture 

640  Home and family management 

650  Management and auxiliary services 

700  The arts 

709.7299  Art in Bermuda 

710  Area planning and landscape architecture 

720  Architecture 

750  Painting 

760  Printmaking and prints 

770  Photography, computer art, film, video 

790  Sports, games and entertainment 

800  Literature and rhetoric 

810  American literature in English 

820  English and Old English literatures 
821  English poetry 
822  English drama 
823  English fiction 
824  English essays 

900  History, geography, and auxiliary 
disciplines 

910  Geography and travel 
917.299  Geography of and travel in 
Bermuda 

920  Biography and genealogy 

940  History of Europe 

970  History of North America 
972.99  History of Bermuda 



 

1 

CLASSIFIED SUBJECT SECTION 

Books, Pamphlets, Maps and Printed Sheets 

000 – COMPUTER SCIENCE, INFORMATION, 
GENERAL WORKS 
004 Computer Science 
004.6 Interfacing and communications 
004.678 Internet 
004.678 D 

Davis, Katie (Assistant professor), author. 
Technology’s child : digital media’s role in 
the ages and stages of growing up / Katie 
Davis. – Cambridge, Massachusetts : The 
MIT Press, [2023] 

xiii, 316 pages ; 21 cm 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 
"Davis addresses the "screen time" debate by 
recognizing that children's experiences of 
technology and social relationships are qualitatively 
distinct at different stages of development"--
Provided by publisher. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780262046961 : $33.00 
1.Internet and children. 2.Digital media–Social Aspects.  
3.Child development.  I.Ti. 

 

100 – PHILOSOPHY, PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND 
OCCULTISM, PSYCHOLOGY 
150 Psychology 
158 Applied Psychology 
158.1 Personal Improvement and Analysis 
158.1 L 

Lewis, Jodi D., author. 
Stop hurting yourself / Jodi D. Lewis. – 
[United States] : [Jodi D. Lewis], [2018] 

97 pages ; 23 cm 
Bda. Author 
"Stop Hurting Yourself explores the power of the 
mind and its ability to distort reality. Ms. Lewis uses 
real life examples of how this phenomenon can 
cause extreme problems in our lives. She challenges 
readers to own their truth while explaining how to 
combat the lies that we tell ourselves. Have you 
ever wondered why a friend or loved one can't see 
why someone is not good for them? Do all your 
friends tell you that the person you're seeing is 
going to hurt you but you don't know what they're 
talking about? Have your parents treated you 
horribly or abused you but you hold onto the 1 or 2 
good things in them? Do you know someone that 
appears to have it all together, but when you dig 
deeper their life is a mess? Understand why your 
brain is distorting reality and then Stop Hurting 
Yourself."-- Amazon.com. 
ISBN: 9781724589460 (paperback) 
ISBN: 1724589466 (paperback) : $17.25 
1.Self-realisation.  I.Ti. 

158.1 S 
Simone, Regina, author. 

Journey to me / Regina Simone. – [United 
States] : WordWorld Publishing, [2023] 

152 pages ; 20 cm 
"Join Regina Simone as she opens her journal and 
shares her personal journey to self discovery and 
self love."--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9798390301623 (paperback) : $23.00 
1.Simone, Regina. 2.Self-realisation. 3.Conduct of life.  
I.Ti. 

158.1 W 
Watson, Gail, author. 

Voices of the 21st century : women 
transforming the world / Gail Watson and 
Andrea Tompkins. – New York, NY : WSA 
Publishing, [2023] 

179 pages : portraits ; 23 cm 
Bda. Author 
"This book, Voices of the 21st century: women 
transforming the world, contains stories from 
women from around the world who share their 
experiences of transformation. They invite you to 
harness the strength and wisdom with you to bring 
forth more joy, freedom, peace, and healing."--Page 
181. 
ISBN: 9781957013398 (paperback) : $22.00 
1.Motivation (Psychology) 2.Resilience (Personality 
trait). 3.Women–Conduct of life.  I.Tompkins, Andrea, 
author. II.Ti. 

 

200 – RELIGION 
220 Bible 
220.6 Interpretation and criticism (Exegesis) 
220.6 M 

Minors, Clark Anthony D., author. 
Stakes in the ground / Dr. Clark Anthony D. 
Minors. – [United States] : WordWorld 
Publishing, [2023] 

3 volumes ; 23 cm 
Bda. Author 
"Stakes in The Ground is scripturally based, and as 
you journey through the Scriptures each day, and 
make decrees and declarations over your life, and 
those you associate with, there is no doubt that you 
will personally discover secrets to effective living, 
and timeless treasures will enrich you."--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9798394733338 (Volume 1) 
ISBN: 9798394734359 (Volume 2) 
ISBN: 9798394734731 (Volume 3) : $50.00 
1.Bible–Paraphrases. 2.Bible–Study and teaching.  I.Ti. 

240 Christian Moral and Devotional Theology 
242 Devotional Literature 
242 S 

Sticca, Joy Lister, author. 
Joyful inspirations from God volume II / by Joy 
Lister Sticca. – [Warwick], Bermuda : Lisjohn 
Publishing Company, [2023] 

83 pages : colour illustrations, portraits ; 23 cm 
"Since the launch of Joy Lister Sticca's first book 
Joyful Inspirations From God in 2018, she thought 
her writing was complete. But God was not finished 
with her. He brought many more life stories to her 
mind to inspire those who need encouragement 
along the road of life."--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9780947482510 (paperback) : $25.00 
1.Bible–Meditations. 2.Christian life. 3.Bermuda–
Ancedotes.  I.Ti. 

242.2 Prayers and Meditations for Daily Use 
242.2 M 

Martin, Kylah R. S., author. 
Expectant : what if there was a gift in every book 
of the Bible just for you? / Kylah R.S. Martin. – 
[United States] : [Kylah R.S. Martin], [2022] 

xxiv, 229 pages ; 22 cm 
"This devotional offers spiritual nurture in a down-
to-earth, relatable fashion. Readers are inspired to 
come to God’s Word, expecting to find something 
that they can treasure in their heart. Not with 
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timidity, not without intention, but expecting a 
word to be there from Him; expecting to grow more 
confident in Him. An unrivaled experience with God 
awaits when you come to meet Him in His Word 
with your heart fully open, with sincere 
expectation."-- Amazon.com. 
ISBN: 9781736317303 (paperback) : $22.00 
1.Devotional literature. 2.Christian life. 3.Meditations.  
I.Ti. 

242.2 M 
Minors, Marion, author. 

Young warrior’s devotional coloring book / Elder 
Marion Minors. – Bloomington, IN : Balboa 
Press, a Division of Hay House, 2022. 

183 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm 
"Young Warriors' Devotional Coloring Book is a 
collection of short tales and coloring pages that 
provide wisdom and encouragement from God to 
follow the principles found within His Word."--Back 
cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798765234488 (paperback) : $20.25 
1.Devotional literature. 2.Christian life. 3.Colouring 
books. 4.Bermudian children’s literature.  I.Ti. 

248 Christian Experience, Practice, Life 
248.4 Christian Life and Practice 
248.4 B 

Bean, Ranae Kai, author. 
Jewel : restoring hidden treasures through 
Christ / Renae Kai Bean. – [United States] : 
Renae Kai Bean, [2021] 

208 pages ; 23 cm 
"Jewel is about a young black woman who has been 
there and done it all. In her young adult life, God's 
grace has been an everlasting discovery of joy. Each 
day has been a new rewarding experience of God's 
supernatural grace. However, only in the last five 
years has there been an intentional journey of 
discovering God's love and self-identity in Christ."--
Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780578940991 (paperback) : $35.00 
1.Spiritual life–Christianity. 2.Conduct of life–Biblical 
teaching.  I.Ti. 

248.4 C 
Crenshaw, Keishana A., author. 

Daughter, why do you worry? : sever ties 
from emotional strongholds and live your 
best blessed life! / Keishana A. Crenshaw. – 
Maitland, FL : Xulon Press, [2022] 

xviii, 59 pages ; 22 cm 
"One of the major hindrances most people struggle 
with are emotional strongholds, some of which 
include worry, doubt, fear, and anxiety. In this book, 
we will walk together through the process of 
understanding how God sees us and our identity in 
Him, understand seasons and purpose, and lastly, 
identifying your why. The Holy Spirit used this very 
same process to liberate me from the emotional 
strongholds that once had me bound. It's time to 
start living your Best Blessed Life!"--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781662863806 (paperback) : $17.25 
1.Spiritual life–Christianity. 2.Conduct of life–Biblical 
teaching.  I.Ti. 

248.4 C 
Crockwell, Jorene K. L., author. 

When God speaks through nature / Jorene 
K.L. Crockwell ; edited by Carol Parker Trott. – 
[United States] : BK Enterprise, [2022] 

266 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm 
"A collection of inspirational photos and 
reflections"--Cover. 
"Today there is so much sadness, so many 

disappointments, so many tragedies, and so many 
unwanted problems for which we cannot seem to 
find the answers; and with all this, there is hardly 
anything encouraging or uplifting to give us the 
incentive to continue life in a positive direction. My 
hope is that in the pages of this book, you will find 
peace during the storms of life. As you read, look 
beyond the pages and see like a soaring eagle, 
because an eagle's eyes are about eight times more 
powerful than the human eye. Let the pictures and 
words of this book cause your spirit to soar to 
higher heights and refuse to remain in that lowly 
place. Allow the inspiration of this book to 
strengthen you as you continue life's journey. Allow 
this book to show you that, despite the many 
obstacles in life, there is strength in words, pictures, 
and in nature. You will mount up with wings like an 
eagle. You shall run and not be weary. You shall 
walk and not faint. So, fly high eagles. Fly high!"--
Back cover. 
ISBN: 9798843023294 : $48.00 
1.Conduct of life–Biblical teaching. 2.Bermuda–
Ancedotes.  I.Parker Trott, Carol, editor. II.Ti 

290 Other religions 
246 Judaism 
246.4 Traditions, Rites, Public Services 
246.43 Festivals, Holy Days, Fasts 
246.43 E 

Elkinson, Fiona, author. 
 Nosh, nosh. What do we nosh? : Jewish 
holiday's and the food we eat on them / by 
Fiona Elkinson. – [United States] : [Fiona 
Elkinson], [2023] 
26 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 
26 cm 

"Nosh Nosh is a book for young children and the 
young at heart. Do you know what food we eat on 
Rosh Hashana? or Shavuot? is it Matza? Explore this 
cute illustrated book to learn what food we eat on 
which holiday. Happy Holidays and Happy 
Noshing!"--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798377188582 (paperback) : $12.00 
1.Jewish holidays.  I.Ti. II.Ti.: Jewish holiday’s and the 
food we eat on them. III.Ti.: Jewish holidays and the 
food we eat on them. 

300 - SOCIAL SCIENCES 
320 Political Science (Politics and Government) 
323 Civil and Political Rights 
323.4 Specific Civil Rights; Limitation and Suspension of 
Civil Rights 
323.44 Freedom of Action (Liberty) 
323.445 Freedom of Publication 
323.445 I 

Information Commissioner of Bermuda. 
Annual report / Information Commissioner's 
Office. – Hamilton, Bermuda : Information 
Commissioner's Office, 2016-<2023> 

v ; 28 cm 
Annual 
1st (2015)-<8th (2022)>. 
Title from cover. 
First report covers period March-December 2015. 
Report is also available via the Information 
Commissioner's Office website: www.ico.bm. 
No price 
1.Information Commissioner of Bermuda–Periodicals. 
2.Freedom of information–Bermuda.  I.Ti. 

330 Economics 
330.9 Economic Situation and Conditions 
330.97299 Economic Conditions in Bermuda 

file:///C:/Users/pcarvell/Documents/Word%20Documents/BNB%20and%20Bermudiana/Current%20Issues/www.ico.bm
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330.97299 E 
Bermuda. Ministry of Economy and Labour. 

Economic development strategy Bermuda 
2023-2027. Bermuda : Government of 
Bermuda, Ministry of Economy and Labour, 
[2023]  

60 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm 
"The Economic Development Strategy (the Strategy) 
provides a strategic framework that will guide 
Bermuda to sustainable economic growth and 
development. The Strategy contains strategic 
priorities and initiatives which will provide direction 
and drive the work plans of Bermuda's economic 
development organizations which fall under the 
Ministry of Economy and Labour."--Page 5. 
No price 
1.Economic policy–Bermuda. 2.Multinational 
corporations–Bermuda. 3.Investments–Bermuda. 
4.Bermuda–Economic conditions–21st century. 5. 
Bermuda–Commerce.  I.Ti.  

330.97299 F 
Bermuda. Ministry of Finance. 

National economic report of Bermuda / 
Government of Bermuda, Ministry of Finance. – 
[Bermuda] : The Ministry, 2008-<2023> 

v. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
Annual 
2007-<2022>. 
Published each February with data relating to the 
previous year. 
Supersedes: Bermuda. Ministry of Finance. 
Bermuda : an economic review. 
No price 
1.Investments–Bermuda–Periodicals. 2.Multinational 
corporations–Bermuda–Periodicals. 3.Bermuda–
Economic conditions–Periodicals. 4.Bermuda–
Commerce–Periodicals.  I.Ti. II.Ti.: Economic report. 

332 Financial economics 
332.024 Personal finance 
332.024 G 

Gittens, Tanja, author. 
Living loud on a budget : authentic financial 
living / Tanja Gittens. – [Bermuda] : Long Bay 
Press Holdings, [2023] 

206 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm 
Includes bibliographical references (pages 195-196) 
and index. 
"You can live the life you desire by taking control of 
your finances. In this book, Tanja takes readers 
through her money story from her first summer job 
at sixteen years old on the island of Barbados 
earning $200.00 per week, sharing the finance and 
non-finance theories that have allowed her to live 
out loud."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9789769715820 (paperback) : $18.00 
1.Personal finance–Handbooks, manuals, etc.  I.Ti. 

350 Public Administration and Military Science 
352 General Considerations of Public Administration 
352.4 Financial Administration and Budgets 
352.49 Budgets for Specific International Organisations 
and Specific Jurisdictions 
352.497299 Budget of Bermuda 
352.497299 F 

Bermuda. Ministry of Finance. 
Budget statement in support of the estimates 
of revenue and expenditure … / presented 
by the … Minister of Finance. – [Bermuda] : 
Government of Bermuda, [19--]-<2023> 

v. ; 28 cm. 
Annual 
[1976/77]-<2023/2024>. 
Title and imprint from cover. 

No price 
1.Budget–Bermuda–Periodicals. 2.Bermuda–
Appropriations and expenditures–Periodicals. 3.Bermuda–
Economic conditions–Periodicals.  I.Ti. II.Ti.: Estimates of 
revenue and expenditure. 

352.8 Administration of General Forms of Control 
352.88 Use of Watchdog and Oversight Agencies 
352.88097299 In Bermuda 
352.88097299 O 

Bermuda. Ombudsman. 
Annual report / Bermuda Ombudsman. – 
Hamilton, Bermuda : Office of the 
Ombudsman, 2007-<2021> 

v. ; 28 cm. 
Annual 
1st (2006)-<17th (2021)>. 
First report covers period 1 August 2005-31 July 
2006. 
Volumes for 2006-2010 also called 1st-5th annual 
report; 2010 supplement not numbered; 2011- also 
called 7th- report. 
Volumes for 1st-5th report year ends 31 July; 6th 
report issued as five-month supplement; volumes 
for 7th- report year ends 31 Dec. 
Special five-month interim report issued to cover 
August 1, 2010-December 31, 2010. 
Report is also available via the Ombudsman for 
Bermuda website: www.ombudsman.bm. 
No price 
1.Bermuda.Ombudsman–Periodicals. 2.Ombudsman–
Bermuda–Periodicals.  I.Ti. 

352.88097299 O 
Bermuda. Ombudsman. 

Annual report / Bermuda Ombudsman. – 
Hamilton, Bermuda : Office of the 
Ombudsman, 2007-<2022> 

v. ; 28 cm. 
Annual 
1st (2006)-<18th (2022)>. 
First report covers period 1 August 2005-31 July 
2006. 
Volumes for 2006-2010 also called 1st-5th annual 
report; 2010 supplement not numbered; 2011- also 
called 7th- report. 
Volumes for 1st-5th report year ends 31 July; 6th 
report issued as five-month supplement; volumes 
for 7th- report year ends 31 Dec. 
Special five-month interim report issued to cover 
August 1, 2010-December 31, 2010. 
Report is also available via the Ombudsman for 
Bermuda website: www.ombudsman.bm. 
No price 
1.Bermuda.Ombudsman–Periodicals. 2.Ombudsman–
Bermuda–Periodicals.  I.Ti. 

360 Social problems and social services 
362 Social Welfare Problems and Services 
362.4 People with Physical Disabilities 
362.4 S 

Smith, Deborah C. R., author. 
Challenged / written by Deborah C.R. Smith. – 
[Bermuda] : [Deborah C.R. Smith], 2022. 
©2017 

10 pages : illustrations ; 28 cm 
Challenged addresses the challenges faced by 
mentally and physically disabled children and their 
families by giving examples from the lives of three 
students. 
ISBN: 9780947482480 (paperback) : $10.00 
1.People with physical disabilities–Bermuda–Biography. 
2.People with mental disabilities–Bermuda–Biography. 
3.Bermudian children’s literature. 4.Colouring books.  
I.Ti. 

http://www.ombudsman.bm/
http://www.ombudsman.bm/
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362.4 S 
Smith, Deborah C. R., author. 

Challenged. Parent reader / written by 
Deborah C.R. Smith. – [Bermuda] : [Deborah 
C.R. Smith], 2022. ©2017 

15 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm 
Title from cover. 
Companion parent reader guide for the book 
Challenged. Challenged addresses the challenges 
faced by mentally and physically disabled children 
and their families by giving examples from the lives 
of three students. 
ISBN: 9780947482473 (paperback) : $10.00 
1.People with physical disabilities–Bermuda–Biography. 
2.People with mental disabilities–Bermuda–Biography. 
3.Bermudian children’s literature. 4.Colouring books.  
I.Ti. II. Ti.: Parent reader. 

363 Other Social Problems and Services 
363.7 Environmental Problems 
363.7 E 

Earth Day expressions from the soul : Warwick 
Academy primary students share their views 
on environmental awareness in Bermuda / 
Dr. the Hon. D. Neletha Butterfield, M.B.E., 
J.P., Ed.D.– Detroit, Michigan : Book Power 
Publishing, a division of NIYAH, [2022] 

335 pages : colour illustrations, facsimiles ; 28 
cm 

"The year is 2007. It's Earth Day. Over 250 primary 
school students decide to write letters expressing 
their thoughts on the environment and how to 
protect their home island of Bermuda, and the 
world. At that time, the Minister of the Environment 
was Dr. the Hon. D. Neletha Butterfield. Not only did 
the minister read and respond to each student's 
letter, she kept and preserved them for over 15 
years. These students' expressions are a testament 
to the future of our world, but also to the past."--
Back cover. 
9781945873737 (paperback) : $60.00 
1.Environmental problems–Bermuda. 2.Bermudian 
children’s writings. 3.Bermudian children’s literature. 
I.Butterfield, D. Neletha, compiler. II.Ti. 

395 Etiquette (Manners) 
395.1 Etiquette for people by gender or sex ; for age 
groups 
395.122 Children 
395.122 E 

Elkinson, Fiona, author, illustrator. 
Hello, goodbye, let’s give it a try! / by Dr. 
Fiona Elkinson. [United States] : Fiona 
Elkinson, [2023] 

36 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 26 
cm 

"Sometimes kids are just too busy to say Hello or 
Goodbye and for others it's a struggle. 'Hello, 
Goodbye, Let's give it a try!' explains greetings and 
their importance. This book is great for kids who 
have challenges connecting with others. It is simple, 
motivating and breaks down how to greet into five 
easy to understand steps. Great for Teachers, 
Parents and the kids that they care for."--Back 
cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798393476557 (paperback) : 12:00 
1.Manners and customs. 2.Self-esteem.  I.Ti. II.Ti. Hello, 
goodbye, let us give it a try. 

 

500 –  NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS 
590 Animals (zoology) 
595 Arthropoda 
595.7 Insecta (Insects) 

595.799 Apoidea (Bees) 
595.799 L 

Lightbourne, Gail L., author. 
When I see the honey bee, I see its sting : 
bee facts / authors: Gail Lightbourne and Dr. 
Quincy O'brian Burgess. United States : 
Kingdom News Publication Services, [2023], 
©2020. 

17 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm 
"Part proceeds of all book sales go to supporting 
honeybee conservations in Nairobi, Kenya."--Back 
cover. 
"In When I See the Honey Bee, I See Its Sting, your 
child will find out about honey bee facts given from 
the honey bee's perspective. Turn each page to see 
how honeybees are very important to us as they 
not only provide wax and honey, but they are also 
responsible for pollination. Experience your child's 
captivation when he or she asks basic questions 
about the life cycle of the honeybee."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author  
ISBN: 9781735362038 (paperback) : 11.95 
1.Bees. 2.Bermudian children’s literature.  I.Burgess, 
Quincy O’brian, author. II.Ti. 

 

600 – TECHNOLOGY (APPLIED SCIENCES) 
640 Home and family management 
641 Food and Drink 
641.5636 Vegetarian cooking 
641.5636 H 

Holistic Rebel, author. 
Dare to eat : plant-based cookbook for the 
beginner. Vol. 1 / The Holistic Rebel. – 
[United States] : [The Holistic Rebel], [2022] 

42 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 28 
cm 

"This is a beginner's guide to becoming plant-based 
and to help give ideas or inspiration on vegan meals. 
This book is a great stepping stone to help guide you 
through your healthy journey."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798366786430 (paperback) : $30.00 
1.Vegan cooking. 2.Quick and easy cooking.  I.Ti. 

641.815 Bread and bread-like foods 
641.815 H 

Hollis, B. Dylan, author. 
Baking yesteryear : the best recipes from the 
1900s to the 1980s / B. Dylan Hollis. 1st 
American edition. Indianapolis, IN : DK 
Publishing, 2023.  
255 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm 

Includes index. 
"The bakes in this book are not the foremost in 
perfect, gourmet cooking. Rather, they are the 
ancestors of humble classics, the ingenious personal 
curios of home bakers, and the collections of 
unconventional family recipes from the average 
kitchens of those rosy days of old. All of these bakes 
were derived from countless community cookbooks 
from the United States, the United Kingdom, and 
Bermuda."--Page 11. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780744080049 : 35.00 
1.Baking. 2.Baking–History–20th century.  I.Ti. 

642 Meals and table service 
642.5 Meals in public and institutional eating places 
642.5 S 

Smith, Jameka, author. 
Eat like a local : Bermuda : Bermuda food 
guide / Jameka Smith. Mill Hall, PA : CZYK 
Publishing LLC, [2023] 
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xv, 93 pages : illustrations, maps ; 21 cm 
"In these pages, you will discover advice on having a 
unique edible experience. This book will not tell you 
exact addresses or hours but instead will give you 
excitement and knowledge of food and drinks from 
a local that you may not find in other travel food 
guides."--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9798852872319 (paperback) : 20.00 
1.Restaurants–Bermuda. 2.Dining–Bermuda.  I.Ti. 

 

650 Management and Auxiliary Services 
657 Accounting 
657.83 Services and professional 
657.835 Government 
657.835045 Government auditing 
657.835045 G 

Government of Bermuda’s response to 
COVID-19 : an examination. – Hamilton, 
Bermuda : Office of the Auditor General, 
2021. 

21 pages : colour illustrations ; 29 cm 
"February 2021"--Cover. 
"Public interest report." 
"This is the first public interest report that the Office 
of the Auditor General will undertake to support 
Parliament in its scrutiny of the Government of 
Bermuda (the 'Government') response to 
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic."--Page 2. 
No price 
1.Bermuda. Office of the Auditor General. 2.Bermuda. 
Ministry of Finance–Auditing. 3.COVID-19 (Disease)-
Political aspects–Bermuda. 4.COVID-19 (Disease)-Social 
aspects–Bermuda. 5.Finance-Bermuda–Auditing.  
I.Bermuda. Office of the Auditor General, issuing body. 
II.Ti. 

657.835045 G 
Government of Bermuda’s response to 

COVID-19 : the unemployment benefit 
administration.  – Hamilton, Bermuda : 
Office of the Auditor General, 2021. 

21 pages : colour illustrations ; 29 cm 
"October 2021"--Cover. 
"Public interest report." 
"This is the second public interest report that the 
Office of the Auditor General has undertaken to 
support Parliament in its scrutiny of the 
Government of Bermuda (the 'Government') 
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 
This report is a factual summary of the 
Government's activities related to the benefits 
provided to persons who became unemployed as a 
result of COVID-19, the Unemployment Benefit 
("UEB" or "benefit")."--Page 4. 
No price 
1.Bermuda. Office of the Auditor General. 2.Bermuda. 
Ministry of Finance–Auditing. 3.COVID-19 (Disease)-
Political aspects–Bermuda. 4.COVID-19 (Disease)-Social 
aspects–Bermuda. 5.Employment–Bermuda. 
6.Finance–Bermuda–Auditing. 7.Bermuda–Economic 
conditions–21st century.  I.Bermuda. Office of the 
Auditor General, issuing body.  II.Ti. III. Ti: 
Unemployment benefit administration. 

657.835045 G 
Government of Bermuda’s response to 

COVID-19 : travel authorization. – Hamilton, 
Bermuda : Office of the Auditor General, 
2023. 

21 pages : colour illustrations ; 29 cm 
"March 2023"--Cover. 
"Public interest report." 
"This is the third and final public interest report that 
the Office of the Auditor General will undertake to 
support Parliament in its scrutiny of the 
Government of Bermuda (the 'Government') 
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 

This report is a factual summary of the 
Government's activities related to the travel 
authorization administration."--Page 4. 
No price 
1.Bermuda. Office of the Auditor General. 2.Bermuda. 
Ministry of Finance–Auditing. 3.COVID-19 (Disease)-
Political aspects–Bermuda. 4.COVID-19 (Disease)-Social 
aspects–Bermuda. 5.Finance-Bermuda–Auditing. 
I.Bermuda. Office of the Auditor General, issuing body.  
II.Ti  III. Ti: Travel authorization. 

658 General Management 
658.4 Executive Management 
658.4092 Executive Leadership 
658.4092 C 

Card, Jennifer Signe, author. 
Leadership equanimity : the new super skill 
for leaders / Dr. Jennifer Signe Card. – 
[Canada] : Tellwell Talent, [2023] 

xxii, 112 pages ; 21 cm 
Title from cover. 
Includes bibliographical references (pages 109-112) 
and index. 
"The essential guide to help leaders thrive through 
uncertainty, neutralize work stress and protect 
against burnout" --Cover. 
ISBN: 9780228888499 : $32.00 
ISBN: 9780228880622 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Leadership–Psychological aspects. 2.Health self-care.  
I.Ti. 

 

700 – THE ARTS 
709 History, Geographic Treatment, Biography 
709.7299 History, Geographic Treatment, Biography 
in Bermuda 
709.7299 W 

Wegman, William, author. 
Around Bermuda / William Wegman. – 
[Bermuda] : Masterworks Museum of Bermuda 
Art, 2023. 

1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations, 
facsimiles ; 26 cm 

This book is published on the occasion of the 
exhibition: William Wegman: Around Bermuda, 
Masterworks Museum of Bermuda Art, 12 May - 26 
November 2023. 
"Around Bermuda is a book that is really two books. 
It is a book about the William Wegman painting 
Around Bermuda in the collection of the 
Masterworks Museum of Bermuda Art. The 
painting is reproduced on the jacket of Around 
Bermuda and the details in the pages that follow 
allow for an especially intimate stroll around the 
work. Inside this book is another book, a 1939 
tourist brochure produced by the Visitors' Service 
Bureau of Bermuda newly colorized by Wegman."--
Page 4. 
$25.00 
1.Masterworks Museum of Bermuda Art. 2.Bermudian 
art–Catalogues. 3.Bermuda in art. 4.Bermuda–
Description and travel–Miscellanea.  I.Ti. 

720 Architecture 
720.97299 Architecture in Bermuda 
720.97299 J  

John Lyman's the old Bermudas : a study of 
Bermuda's vernacular architecture, 1913-
2022 / edited by Linda Abend, Duncan 
McDowall & Edward Harris. 

xv, 184 pages : illustrations (some colour), 
maps, plans ; 32 cm 

Includes bibliographical references (pages 176-180) 
and index. 
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"Bermuda's distinctive vernacular architecture has 
long been admired and lauded. But it was a 
Canadian artist--smitten with the delights of the 
sub-tropical island--who first called academic 
attention to its importance. John Lyman crafted 
what would have been the first book on Bermuda 
architecture (and furniture), but in the turbulent 
years after the First World War it was never 
published. In this volume the National Museum of 
Bermuda Press bring to life for the first time in print 
Lyman's unpublished manuscript alongside scores 
of photographs he had made for the project and 
scholarly analysis and support commentary from an 
array of experts in the field."--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9780992266509 : $55.00 
1.Architecture–Bermuda. 2.Historic buildings–
Bermuda. 3.Cedar furniture–Bermuda. 4.Bermudian 
furniture.  I.Lyman, John, 1886-1967, architect, artist. 
II.Abend, Linda, editor. III.McDowall, Duncan, 1949-, 
editor. IV.Harris, Edward C., editor. V.National Museum 
of Bermuda. VI.Ti. 

769 Prints 
769.56 Postage stamps and related devices 
769.56 A 

Augustinovic, Horst, author. 
Rambling notes of a Bermuda philatelist /  
Horst Augustinovic. – Hamilton, Bermuda : 
Print Link, [2023] 

208 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour), 
facsimiles (chiefly colour), maps, portraits ; 26 
cm 

"A Wink from Queen Elizabeth II"--Cover. 
"Aside from illuminating matters spanning over a 
century of Bermuda's existence, the envelopes and 
stories that Horst has presented also perhaps mark 
the end of an era, as the electronic mail of the 
Internet Age apparently has little to continue the 
long tradition of hand-addressed envelopes, stamps 
of some nations, and censorship marks of others. 
While the technology of printing will continue to 
evolve, as demonstrated within, the contents of 
Rambling Notes are approaching extinction and we 
are the poorer for that demise."--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9780847482688 : $35.00 
1.Postage stamps–Bermuda–History. 2.Postmarks–
Bermuda–History. 3.Postal service–Bermuda–History.  
I.Ti. 

790 Recreational and Performing Arts 
796 Athletic and Outdoor Sports and Games 
796.358 Cricket 
796.358 T 

Tankard, Radell, author. 
Cup Match legends & personalities II / Radell 
Tankard. – Warwick, Bermuda : Educational 
and Inspirations (E&I) Publishers, [2023] 

157 pages : colour portraits ; 24 cm 
"Cup Match Legends and Personalities Book II, is in 
recognition of a group men and women who have 
worked tirelessly over the years to not only uphold 
but advance Bermuda's premier cultural event-Cup 
Match. This edition consists of players, officials, club 
representatives from Somerset Cricket Club and St. 
George's Cricket Club as well as others from across 
the island. Their commitment to the Cup Match 
Classic is both appreciated and admired."--Preface. 
ISBN: 9780847482466 : $35.00 
1.Cricket players–Bermuda–Biography. 2.Cricket–
Bermuda.  I. Ti. II.Ti.: Cup Match legends and 
personalities II. 

796.756 Motocross and Supercross 

796.756 B 
Bermuda sports journal : celebrating 50 years 

of motocross in Bermuda / introduction by 
Ras Mykkal Simons. – [Special edition] – 
[Palo Alto, California] : issuu.com, [2022] 

255 pages : colour illustrations, colour portraits ; 
29 cm 

Title from cover. 
"The Bermuda Sports Journal commemorates the 
50th anniversary of the Sport of Motocross in 
Bermuda with our first Special Edition issue."--Page 5. 
$100.00 
1.Motocross–Bermuda. 2.Motorcycle racing–Bermuda–
History. 3.Sports–Bermuda–Pictorial works. 4.Athletes–
Bermuda–Pictorial works. 5.Bermuda–Biography.  
I.Mykkal, Ras, writer of supplementary textual content. 
II.Ti. III.Ti.: Celebrating 50 years of motocross Bermuda. 

 

800 – LITERATURE AND RHETORIC 
820 English and Old English (Anglo-Saxon) Literatures 
821 English Poetry 
821.92 English Poetry of 2000- 
821.92 C 

Campbell, Rhys, author. 
Animate : a poetry collection / Rhys 
Campbell ; illustrated by Elijah Bean. – 
[United States] : Dark Thirty Publishing, [2023] 

97 pages ; 23 cm 
Title from cover. 
"Rhys' poetry is incredibly unique. This particular 
collection has a great variety in the feelings it 
exudes. I really appreciate that not everything 
rhymes but when it does it doesn't seem forced, but 
flows. Elijah's illustrations add a palpable aesthetic 
that's lacking from a lot of collections. A must 
read!"--Jacob Russel Dring (back cover). 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781739797584 (paperback) : $18.00 
1.Bermudian poetry–2000-  I.Bean, Elijah, illustrator. 
II.Ti. 

821.92 N 
Nisbett, China’ LaToya Veronica F., author. 

CloSuRe : [cut me…I bleed] / Author: C.L.V.N.  
– [Place of publication not identified] : [China’ 
LaToya Veronica F. Nisbett], 2023. 

26 unnumbered pages ; 23 x 29 cm 
Title from cover. 
"CloSuRe [Cut Me...I Bleed] is inspired by the 
evolution of a lady. This novelty is meant to 
acknowledge that we are not alone, we can press 
on, and we are worthy. It is with hope that these 
poems bring inspiration to those who are in doubt, 
have been discouraged yet seek similar connection. 
I encourage all to dream, soar and accomplish self-
assurance. Do not stay in the dark, grasp the value 
of life and its endless opportunities. Seek light! 
speak out and over come it."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
$50.00 
1.Bermudian poetry–2000-  I.Ti. 

821.92 N 
Nisbett, China’ LaToya Veronica F., author, 

illustrator. 
CloSuRe 2 : [bled] / Author: C.L.V.N.  – [Place 
of publication not identified] : [China’ LaToya 
Veronica F. Nisbett], 2023. 

20 pages : illustrations ; 23 x 29 cm 
Title from cover. 
"CloSuRe 2 [Bled] is still inspired by the evolution of 
a lady. This poetic justice continues a path to self 
revelation. These poems are a personal journey to 
overcome although it brings pain; realize SHE still 
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lives and survives!"--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
$50.00 
1.Bermudian poetry–2000-  I.Ti. 

821.92 V 
Van Putten, Melodye Micëre, author. 
Expressions of Blackness : spirituality, 

resistance, power, honor, joy, love, 
connections / Melodye Micëre Van Putten. – 
First edition. – Philadelphia, PA : Kephra 
Publications, [2023] 

Ix, 136 pages ; 23 cm 
"During the pandemic, Van Putten was invited to 
move her Ashay University, in-person community 
classes to a television format - Mwalimu Dropping 
Da Knowledge was born - and along with it, poetry 
to underscore the lessons of history, culture, 
consciousness, community, empowerment, and 
what must be done today. In her eighth volume of 
poetry, Van Putten poetically illuminates Black 
expressions of spirituality, resistance, power, honor, 
joy, love and connections what are thought-
provoking, insightful, powerful and inspirational."--
Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781736008737 (paperback) : $25.00 
1.Bermudian poetry–2000– 2.Blacks–Race identity–
Poetry.  I.Ti. 

821.92 T 
Take a look into my window (reflections of the 

soul) : a collection of poems / compiled by: 
Cee Bennett-Rogers & Winston O. Rogers. 
[United States] : [Cee Bennett-Rogers], 
[2018] 

196 pages : colour illustrations, portraits ; 26 
cm 

"Take A Look Into My Window (Reflections Of The 
Soul) is a compilation of poems with photography, 
reflecting the style and thinking of the contributing 
poets, who wish to share their thoughts and 
creativity with a wider audience. Each poet have 
expressed their own unique style, which should 
appeal to the various readers."-- Amazon.com. 
ISBN: 9780993419355 (paperback) : $22.00 
1.Bermudian poetry–2000–Collections. 2.Bermuda–
Poetry.  I.Bennett-Rogers, Cee, compiler. II.Rogers, 
Winston O., compiler, author, photographer. III.Ti. 

823 English Fiction 
823.92 English Fiction of 2000- 
823.92 A 

Aspinall, Joan K., author, illustrator. 
Dear God, save the children : we are the 
future / written and illustrated by Joan K. 
Aspinall. – Devonshire, Bermuda : Some 
Child Books, [2020] 

32 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 28 
cm 

Children write to God during the 2020 COVID-19 
Pandemic, describing what they want to be when they 
grow up and ask Him to save them as they "are the 
future". Fairy tale illustrations capture the imagination, 
beauty, and energies of childhood, igniting, even in 
adults, memories of a world they once cherished. 
ISBN: 9780992265748 : $10.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature. 2.COVID-19 (Disease) –
Fiction. 3.Bermuda–Fiction.  I.Ti. 

823.92 B 
Bardon, Rachel, author. 

James the magnificent dragon / written by 
Rachel Bardon ; illustrated by Angel M. 
Alvarez. – [United States] : [Blurb], [2021] 

34 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 26 
cm 

"James loves dragons so much, that something 
magical begins to happen. James and his mother 
are surprised to discover James is turning into a 
dragon. James eventually reveals to his friends that 
he is now a dragon, but he is still the same on the 
inside."-- Amazon.com. 
ISBN: 9780368859823 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature. 2.Bermuda–Fiction.  
I.Alvarez, Angel M., illustrator.  II.Ti. 

823.92 B 
Bardon, Rachel, author. 

James vs the bad guys / written by Rachel 
Bardon ; illustrated by Mark Meyers. – 
[United States] : [Blurb], [2021] 

28 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 26 
cm 

"Inspired by James." 
"James and his friends and cousins cleverly defeat 
bad guys - witches, trolls, ghosts, pirates, and 
monsters."-- Amazon.com. 
ISBN: 9780368861130 (paperback) : $15.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature. 2.Bermuda–Fiction.  
I.Meyers, Mark, illustrator.  II.Ti. 

823.92 B 
Bennett-Carayol, Cee, author. 

Mel, Mikal & the magic trees : the magic 
returns / Cee Bennett-Carayol. – [United 
States] : Winselket Publishing, [2022] 

204 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm 
Sequel to: Mel, Mikal and the magic trees. 
"The story continues with the main characters, Mel 
and Mikal returning to their grandparents' home for 
the summer holidays; eager to meet and have more 
adventures with their beloved magic trees."--Back 
cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780993419348 (paperback) : $25.00 
1.Bermudian children's literature.  I.Ti.  

823.92 B 
Brooks, Simon, author, illustrator. 

The mute mermaid and the deaf orphan / 
written and illustrated by Simon Brooks. – 
[Bermuda] : Anime Simo Books, [2022] 

80 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 28 
cm 

"The heartfelt story of Conway, the deaf orphan, 
who gives his life for Marina the mute mermaid. A 
retelling of Hans Christian Andersen's 'The Little 
Mermaid.'"--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780947481780 : $20.00 
1.Deaf–Fiction. 2.Mermaids–Fiction. 3.Communication–
Fiction. 4.Bermudian children’s literature.  I.Ti. 

823.92 B 
Burgess, Llewellyn, author. 

Terrakonans / by: Llewellyn Burgess. – 
[Bermuda] : [Gerin Publishing], [2022] 

176 pages ; 23 cm 
"Morrigan was just an ordinary person, living an 
ordinary life in an ordinary town. Or so she thought. 
Until one fateful day she met an old dragon named 
Verthandi who would introduce her to the world of 
Terrakonans. A world where dragons and humans 
can work together, live together, grow old together 
and die together. Yet even with this idealistic 
outlook, there exists sinister shadows in the 
background. Other Terrakonans, dragons and 
people they meet along the way with ulterior 
agendas. Some wishing to keep the peace, others 
wishing to destroy it. Together they soon find 
themselves embroiled in a web of lies and deceit 
that threaten the very world they live on. A web 
that goes all the way back to a time when dragons 
and humans lived together in harmony. A time most 
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have long since forgotten. Will they be able to find 
allies to help them turn the tide in their favour, or 
will they become bit players in the grand scale of 
things?"--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780947482275 (paperback) : $18.00 
1.Fantasy fiction.  I.Ti. 

823.92 C 
Campbell, Jane, author. 

Cat-brushing and other stories / by Jane 
Campbell. – London : riverrun, 2023. ©2022 

279 pages ; 23 cm 
"Cat Brushing, the provocative debut by Jane 
Campbell, vigorously explores the sensual worlds of 
thirteen older women, unearthing their passions, 
libidinal appetites, integrity, and sense of self as 
they fight against prevalent misconceptions and 
stereotypes of the aging. Written in spikey, incisive 
prose, this alluring cast of characters overcomes the 
notion that elder women's behavior must be in 
some way monitored and controlled."--
Amazon.com. 
ISBN: 9781529421699 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Short stories. 2.Women–Fiction. 3.Older women–
Fiction. 4.Bermuda–Fiction.  I.Ti. II.Ti.: Cat brushing. 

823.92 D 
DiLoreto, Mary Clare, author, colourist. 

Henrietta and Big Red / coloring by: May 
Clare DiLoreto ; storyline by: Pops ; art by: 
Nathaniel Adams. – Bermuda : [Mary Clare 
DiLoreto], [2022] 

19 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm 
Title from cover. 
"In August of 2022 a big and powerful hurricane 
was heading right towards Bermuda and as we 
were getting our house ready, Pops and I started to 
wonder what would the chickens do? So, this is 
their hurricane Fiona story."--Page 1. 
ISBN: 9781667892351 (paperback) : $9.95 
1.Bermudian children’s literature.  I.Pops, author.   
II.Adams, Nathaniel, illustrator. III.Ti. 

823.92 E 
Elkinson, Fiona, author. 

A dog in a bag : Oliver the little Chihuahua 
goes looking for the Bermuda Triangle / by 
Fiona Elkinson. [United States] : [Fiona 
Elkinson], [2023] 

38 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 28 
cm. – (Dog in a bag series) 

"Do you think Oliver the little chihuahua can solve 
the mystery of the Bermuda Triangle? Oliver thinks 
he can and he sets out to do just that with his friend 
Dami. They search the island of Bermuda far and 
wide, above and below. On their search they learn 
lots about Bermuda. This educational, fun and 
engaging tale will delight 3 to 5 year old's and the 
young at heart."--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9798395201539 (paperback) : 12.00 
1.Bermudian children's literature. 2.Bermuda Triangle–
Fiction. 3.Bermuda–Fiction.  I.Ti. II.Series: Elkinson, 
Fiona. Dog in a bag series. 

823.92 E 
Elkinson, Fiona, author, illustrator. 

A dog in a bag : Oliver the little Chihuahua 
gets ready to travel on a plane / by Fiona 
Elkinson. – [United States] : [Fiona Elkinson], 
[2023] 

32 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 21 
cm.  – (Dog in a bag series) 

"A Dog in a Bag is a fun book for 3 to 5 year olds. 
Oliver the dog is going for a trip on a plane but the 
airline says that he has to be in a bag. What kind of 
bag? Children will enjoy watching Oliver set out to 
explore which bag is right for traveling on a plane."--

Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798376990124 (paperback) : $12.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature.  I.Ti. II.Series: 
Elkinson, Fiona. Dog in a bag series. 

823.92 E 
Elkinson, Fiona, author, illustrator. 

'My Shin' the snail and the Mezuzah tale / 
written and illustrated by Fiona Elkinson. – 
[United States] : Fiona Elkinson, [2023] 

36 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 26 
cm 

"My Shin the Snail and The Mezuzah Tale is a fun 
rhyming story that will delight 3 to 5 year old's and 
the young at heart. It is the story of a snail who 
came to visit and ended up resting on the Mezuzah 
for a time! The little Jewish girl thinks that since her 
house has a Hebrew letter Shin on it that maybe the 
snail wants one on his 'house' too, so she writes the 
letter Shin on him and names him after the letter! 
The snail then continues his journey as snails tend to 
do, the little girls searches for him but eventually 
comes to terms with the fact that it is best for him 
to be free to go."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798386799595 (paperback) : $10.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature.  I.Ti. 

823.92 E 
Evans, Jonathan Land, author. 

The Lordly Wadson collection / Jonathan 
Land Evans. – [Paget, Bermuda] : [Jonathan 
Land Evans], [2023] 

233 pages ; 24 cm 
Title from page 1. 
Presented in series with the author's Collected 
Stories and his two subsequent general story 
collections, this new Lordly Wadson omnibus 
gathers together two comic novelettes and 12 other 
light entertainments featuring Lordly Wadson 
(sometime private detective and calypso singer in 
1930s Bermuda) and a few of his associates as well 
as an assortment of American visitors to that quiet, 
charming Atlantic resort-island of yesteryear. This 
new compilation includes the entirety of the original 
Lordly Wadson book of stories, as well as nine other 
more recent pieces, six of them previously 
unpublished. 
ISBN: 9780992266073 : $25.00 
1.Bermudian short stories. 2.Humorous fiction. 
3.Mystery fiction. 4.Bermuda–Fiction.  I.Ti. 

823.92 F 
Fay, Clara, author. 

Mark of a crescent moon / Clara Fay. – 
Hamilton, Bermuda : Wild Geese Bookworks, 
[2022] 

206 pages ; 23 cm 
"A forgotten legacy. A portal to the past. And one 
chance for a better future." 
"Dancing between the modern world and the sixth-
century Scotland, this riveting tale blends portal 
fantasy with an exploration of what it means to 
align with one's true self."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798987216903 (paperback) : $24.00 
1.Science fiction. 2.Fantasy fiction.  I.Ti. 

823.92 F 
Furbert, Tinée, author. 

Fudgesicle / by: Tinée Furbert ; illustrated by 
Gherdai Hassell. – Valencia, CA : KP 
Publishing Company, [2023] 

34 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 23 
x 29 cm 

Includes one detached sheet of character stickers. 
"Fudgesicle is a pictorial storybook of a young girl's 
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introduction to a chocolate-flavored Bermuda 
fudgesicle. Together Novi and her mother discover 
how different fudgesicles can be compared to 
various brown skin tones, including her own. During 
the day's journey, Novi experiences disappointment 
and joy, and learns lessons of self-awareness, self-
image, and self-confidence. Like Novi, no matter 
what you experience in life, there is always a 
fudgesicle delight in you!"--Back cover. 
ISBN: 9780947482121 : $24.95 
1.Picture books for children. 2.Bermudian children’s 
literature. 3.Bermuda–Fiction.  I.Hassell, Gherdai, 
illustrator. II.Ti. 

823.92 G 
Gray, Annelise, author. 

Rider of the storm / Annelise Gray. – London : 
Zephyr, an imprint of Head of Zeus, 2023. 

xiii, 348 pages : illustration ; 21 cm. – (Circus 
Maximus ; 3) 

"A storm is gathering and when it breaks, Dido will 
face the toughest fight of her life. She thought her 
racing days were over, but the appearance of a wild 
stallion and word from Rome that the Emperor 
Caligula has recruited her cousin, Abibaal, lead Dido 
back to the Circus Maximus and into danger. 
Reunited with old friends and pursued by old 
enemies, she must decide what she is prepared to 
risk to save the ones she loves most."--Page 2 of 
cover. 
Interest age level: 9-12. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781803281063 : $23.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature. 2.Historical fiction. 
3.Adventure fiction. 4.Rome–History–30 B.C.-476 A.D., 
Empire–Fiction.  I.Ti. II.Series: Gray, Annelise. Circus 
Maximus ; 3. 

823.92 H 
Hays, Laura L., author. 

The Bean Baile : a coffaehouse story / Laura 
L. Hays. – First edition. – [United States] : 
Laura Hays, 2022. 

180 pages ; 21 cm. – (Serena Gray ; 1) 
"The Bean Baile seems like any other coffee shop. 
There are cappuccinos, chai lattes, muffins, and 
croissants. It is tucked into a cozy strip mall just off 
the college campus. But this coffeehouse holds 
more than a caffeine jolt--it holds secrets. Gathered 
behind its doors are professors, athletes, students, 
and a resident cat--or so it seems. Look deeper and 
you might see orcs, satyrs, fairies, and gremlins. It is 
little wonder that Barnabas Gentry, owner of the 
Bean Baile, wants to keep out technology. The old 
ways are best when dealing with the fae. Cassie 
wants to change all that. She's a Youtuber who 
desperately wants to film with the backdrop of a 
fireplace surrounded by books. The only thing 
standing in her way is the lack of Wi-Fi. Her hope for 
a change comes stumbling in one blustery day in the 
form of a wayward reporter."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798201650919 (paperback) : $23.00 
1.Fantasy fiction.  I.Ti. II.Series: Hays, Laura L. Serena 
Gray ; 1. 

823.92 J 
Johnson, Toni Ann, author. 

Homegoing  : a novella / by Toni Ann Johnson. – 
First edition. – Lexington, Kentucky : Accents 
Publishing, [2021] 

95 pages ; 18 cm 
"Homegoing by Toni Ann Johnson follows a middle-
aged African-American woman facing loss as she 
returns to her conservative white hometown. This 
fearless book tackles issues such as race, isolation, 
childhood trauma, abandonment and ultimately 
healing. Homegoing won the Accents Publishing 
Inaugural Novella Contest and we are proud to 

publish this brilliant work."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781936628667 (paperback) : $19.00 
1.African Americans–Fiction. 2.Domestic fiction.  I.Ti. 

823.92 J 
Johnson, Toni Ann, author. 

Light skin gone to waste / stories by Toni Ann 
Johnson ; selected by Roxane Gay. – Athens, 
Georgia : The University of Georgia Press, 
[2022] 

216 pages ; 22 cm 
"In 1962 Philip Arrington, a psychologist with a PhD 
from Yeshiva, arrives in the small, mostly blue-collar 
town of Monroe, New York, to rent a house for 
himself and his new wife. They’re Black, something 
the man about to show him the house doesn’t 
know. With that, we’re introduced to the 
Arringtons: Phil, Velma, his daughter Livia (from a 
previous marriage), and his youngest, Madeline, 
soon to be born. They’re cosmopolitan. 
Sophisticated. They’re also troubled, arrogant, and 
throughout the linked stories, falling apart."--
Amazon.com. 
Flannery O'Connor Award for Short Fiction 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780820363066 (paperback) : $26.00 
1.African Americans–Fiction. 2.Short stories.  I.Gay, 
Roxane, editor. II.Ti. 

823.92 J 
Jones, Jennifer, author. 

Operation takeback / Jennifer Jones. – [Place 
of publication not identified] : [Jennifer 
Jones], [2023] 

279 pages ; 23 cm 
Title from cover. 
"This story will take you behind the scenes of a fast 
rise to fame and the fight to keep his empire. Twists, 
turns, lies, deceit, undercover plots and twists. It has 
it all. Even love."--Back cover 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798856697987 (paperback) : $23.95 
I.Ti. 

823.92 J 
Jones, Jennifer, author. 

Princes of Therea. Book one, the Prince of 
hearts / Jennifer Jones. – [Place of 
publication not identified] : [Jennifer Jones], 
[2019] 

163 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm 
In a land where past and present collide, where 
duty and honour come before love... a true love 
story emerges. Prince Jhehsay is betrothed at birth 
to Chaylay E-Oliff and finally meets her at age 16. He 
can tell she has been spoiled and is only after the 
untold riches she would possess as his queen. 
Seeking love, Jhehsay goes in disguise to the ultra 
modern city of Zamir where he intends to find his 
true mate. Chaylay sends her servant Azmira to spy 
on him and uncovers his plan to find his true mate. 
He finds Aria working as the Assistant Manager of 
her family's ritzy nightclub. He keeps his identity a 
secret to find out if she would love him for himself 
and not who and what he is. Chemistry sparks 
between them and he is certain she is his true mate. 
Chaylay has other plans.  
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781708737979 (paperback) : $16.00 
1.Fantasy fiction.  I.Ti. II.Ti.: Prince of hearts. 

823.92 K 
Knight, Brooklyn, author. 

Christmas scrooge / Brooklyn Knight. – 
[United States] : WordWorld Publishing, 
[2022] 

195 pages ; 20 cm 
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"A sweet and spicy Christmas novella"--Cover. 
"Mark Bennett loathes Christmas, and for good 
reason. His parents divorced two days before the 
holiday, his beloved ferret keeled over the day after, 
and if that wasn’t enough, he found his fiancée in 
bed with one of his colleagues bright and early on 
Christmas morning. Bah-f*cking-humbug!  So, when 
Ebony Parker, the sassy, piano-playing, carol-singing 
woman moves in across the street, his frustration 
hits an all-time high and he has no problem letting 
her know it."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798364528148 (paperback) : $12.00 
1.Romance fiction. 2.Christmas–Fiction.  I.Ti. 

823.92 K 
Knight, Brooklyn, author. 

Head, shoulders, knees & toes / Brooklyn 
Knight. – [United States] : Wordworld 
Publishing, [2023] 

168 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm. – (Racy 
rhymes ; book 2) 

"When Gian Martin lays eyes on the collar lacing his 
former lover’s throat, all he sees is red. Ahmani 
Harris ran away from him. She didn’t give him the 
opportunity to explain or adjust his behavior. He 
hadn’t been good to her--he’d admit that, but life 
without her forced him to change. He’s a different 
man now and he can prove it. Ahmani may think 
she’s over him, but all he needs is two minutes to 
show her that no other Dom will take care of her 
the way he can. And all she needs is two minutes to 
show Gian a side of herself that neither of them 
knew existed."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798378630486 (paperback) : $15.00 
1.Romance fiction. 2.Erotic fiction.  I. Ti. II. Series: 
Knight, Brooklyn. Racy rhymes ; bk. 2. 

823.92 K 
Knight, Brooklyn, author. 

Old King Cole / Brooklyn Knight. – [United 
States] : Wordworld Publishing, [2023] 

168 pages : colour illustrations; 20 cm. – (Racy 
rhymes ; book 3) 

"Luxemore is a flourishing kingdom, meticulously 
overseen by King Cole Kamprad, and female suitors 
line up to entice the gray-eyed ruler; but King Cole is 
a bachelor and is not ready to share his throne with 
anyone. Until he lays eyes on Nkenge Okyere...The 
alluring Ghanian fiddler is captivating and exotic. 
She makes love to her instrument and fills Cole’s 
soul with a longing he didn’t know existed. Indeed, 
there were many women vying for King Cole’s 
attention, but Nkenge is the one he wants; and 
because he gets everything he wants, he will have 
her."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798389727502 (paperback) : $15.00 
1.Romance fiction. 2.Erotic fiction.  I. Ti. II. Series: 
Knight, Brooklyn. Racy rhymes ; bk. 3. 

823.92 K 
Knight, Brooklyn, author. 

Who stole the cookie from the cookie jar? / 
Brooklyn Knight. – [United States] : 
Wordworld Publishing, [2023] 

153 pages : colour illustrations; 20 cm. – (Racy 
rhymes ; book 1) 

"Benjamin Davies sees Charna Jones walking to the 
café every day at twelve-thirty on the dot, and he 
even though she’s out of his league, he must have 
her. And he will. It doesn’t matter that she’s twelve 
years his senior. It doesn’t matter that she’s a big-
time executive and he’s a construction worker. 
Benjamin is going to take a cookie from Charna’s 
sultry cookie jar and never give it back."-- 
Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 

ISBN: 9798374133356 (paperback) : $15.00 
1.Romance fiction. 2.Erotic fiction.  I. Ti. II. Series: 
Knight, Brooklyn. Racy rhymes ; bk. 1. 

823.92 L 
Le Raff, Jack, author. 

The adventures of Edward the baby liraffe. 
Book three, Great Britain / written by Jack Le 
Raff ; illustrated by Casie Trace. – [Bermuda] : 
[Jack Le Raff] , 2022. 

56 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations, 
map ; 22 cm 

"In the depths of Southern Africa lives a loveable 
baby animal, half lion half giraffe. Young Edward is 
an adventurous type and as soon as he discovers 
there's a bigger, wider world out there compared to 
all he knows of Lake Blue.....he's off to explore it! 
Come join Edward on his escapades as he wanders 
through the world's continents getting into mischief 
and meeting all kinds of characters along the way."--
Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780992265038 (paperback) : $23.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature.  I.Trace, Casie., 
illustrator. II.Ti. III.Ti.: Great Britain. 

823.92 L 
Le Raff, Jack, author. 

The adventures of Edward the baby liraffe. 
Book three, Great Britain : colouring book / 
by Jack Le Raff ; illustrations by Casie Trace. – 
[Bermuda] : [Jack Le Raff] , [2022] 

20 unnumbered pages : all illustrations ; 22 cm 
Title from cover. 
ISBN from back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780992265069 (paperback) : $17.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature. 2.Colouring books.  
I.Trace, Casie, illustrator. II.Ti. 

823.92 L 
Lowe, Krystal S., author. 

Whimsy / csgrifennwyd gan/written by 
Krystal S. Lowe ; cyfeithwrd gan/Welsh 
translation by Kizzy Crawford ; darluniwyd 
gan/illustrated by Jessie Begum. – Wales : 
Krystal S. Lowe, 2022. 

34 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 25 
cm 

"Whimsy is the story of a young girl who sees 
beauty in everything but herself. Through her love of 
nature, and her adventures, Whimsy comes to see the 
beauty that has been inside her all along"--Back 
cover. 
"Mae Whimsy yn stori am ferch ifanc sy’n gweld 
prydferthwch ym mhopeth heblaw amdani hi ei 
hun. Drwy ei chariad at natur, a’i hanturiaethau, 
mae Whimsy o’r diwedd yn dod i weld y 
prydferthwch sydd wedi bod y tu mewn iddi drwy 
gydol yr amser."--Back cover. 
In English and Welsh. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781739581817 (paperback) : $10.00 
1.Bermudian children’s literature. 2.Self-perception–
Fiction.  I.Crawford, Kizzy, translator. II.Begum, Jessie, 
illustrator. III.Ti. 

823.92 N 
Norman, Lucy, author. 

Death by daylily/ Lucy Norman. – [Bermuda] 
: Mulberry Ink Books, [2023]  

262 pages ; 21 cm. – (Hibiscus Island mystery ; 
book 5) 

"Book clubs from all the Maritime Islands have 
converged on the luxurious Daylily Resort on Azure 
Isle, excited to take part in the Golden Age Mystery 
Book Retreat. With its 1920s theme, costumed gala 
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dinner, special guest author, and numerous other 
activities, the weekend promises to be thrilling, and 
all Holly's team wants to do is win the mystery quiz 
competition and find the solution to the murder 
mystery game! But when the fictional whodunit 
turns up a real corpse, and the guest author's life 
appears to be threatened, Holly, Inspector Tucker, 
and the rest of the Usual Suspects team must shelve 
the golden age mysteries to solve a more 
contemporary crime - before another murder 
occurs."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780992266493 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Mystery fiction.  I.Ti. II.Series: Norman, Lucy. Hibiscus 
Island mystery ; 5. 

823.92 N 
Norman, Lucy, author. 

Frangipani can be fatal / Lucy Norman. – 
[Bermuda] : Mulberry Ink Books, [2023] 

262 pages ; 21 cm. – (Hibiscus Island mystery ; 
book 4) 

"Invited to rugged Turtle Island for the unveiling of 
the historic Rosa del Mar perfume, Holly expects to 
relax among the flowers, enjoy scenic hikes, and 
swim in the natural hot springs. But when a tour of 
the perfumery reveals a less-than-fragrant corpse 
beneath a frangipani tree, she once again finds 
herself on the scent of a killer."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780992266479 (paperback) : $23.00 
1.Mystery fiction.  I.Ti. II.Series: Norman, Lucy. Hibiscus 
Island mystery ; bk. 4. 

823.92 N 
Norman, Lucy, author. 

Obituary for an oleander / Lucy Norman. – 
[Bermuda] : Mulberry Ink Books, [2022] 

271 pages : map ; 21 cm. – (Hibiscus Island 
mystery ; book 3) 

"Oleanders are poisonous. Everyone knows that. 
But are members of the Oleander Quilting Society 
really 'sew' deadly that someone wants to kill 
them?"--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9780992266455 (paperback) : $23.00 
1.Mystery fiction.  I.Ti. II.Series: Norman, Lucy. Hibiscus 
Island mystery ; 3. 

823.92 R 
Rose, Sophia L., author. 

Sophie the justice seeker / written by Sophia 
L. Rose, PhD ; illustrated by Emily Zieroth. – 
Morris Plains, NJ : Petal Publishing, [2022] 

36 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 23 
cm. – (What did Sophie do? ; book 3) 

Includes activity sheets.  
"Sophie learns about differences and that we all 
have value. In this story Sophie and her friends deal 
with social injustice. She finds her voice and stands 
up for her friends who are treated unfairly. Sophie 
learns to treat others the way she would want to be 
treated and is an example to the other children."--
Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798833101711 (paperback) : $14.95 
1.Bermudian children's literature.  I.Zieroth, Emily, 
illustrator. II.Ti. III.Series: Rose, Sophia L. What did 
Sophie do? ; bk. 3.  

823.92 W 
Wilkinson, David, author. 

Torn between two paradigms. / David 
Wilkinson ; edited by Letitia Washington. – 
[United States] : WordWorld Publishing, 
[2023] 

81 pages ; 20 cm. – (Paradigm shift series ; book 
1) 

"Shawn and Romo grew up in the hood, exposed to 
violence, dysfunctional behavior, and drug dealing, 
which inevitably becomes part of their paradigm; 
however, when Shawn has a near-death 
experience, he is forced to reconsider his choices 
and the lifestyle. But Romo isn't ready to let the 
good-life go and when the streets get hot and 
trouble lands on their doorsteps, Shawn must 
decide whether he's going to stick with the life of 
womanizing, parties and drug-dealing, or have a 
complete paradigm shift."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798386636883 (paperback) : $19.75 
1.Urban fiction.  I.Washington, Letitia, editor. II.Ti. 
III.Series: Wilkinson, David. Paradigm shift series ; bk. 1. 

823.92 W 
Wong, Mandy-Suzanne, author. 

The box : a novel / Mandy-Suzanne Wong. – 
Minneapolis, Minnesota : Graywolf Press, 
[2023] 

241 pages ; 21 cm 
"In a dark and crooked lane in an unnamed city 
where it never ceases to snow, a small white box 
falls from a coat pocket. It is made of paper strips 
woven tightly together; there is no apparent way to 
open it without destroying it. What compels a 
passing witness, a self-described anthrophobe, to 
pick up the box and chase after the stranger who 
dropped it? The Box follows a rectangular cuboid as 
it changes hands in a collapsing metropolis, causing 
confluences, conflicts, rifts, and disasters. Different 
narrators, each with a distinctive voice, give 
secondhand accounts of decisive moments in the 
box's life. From the anthrophobe to a newly hired 
curator of a renowned art collection, from a couple 
who own an antiquarian bookshop to a hotel 
bartender hiding from a terrible past, the 
storytellers repeat rumors and rely on faulty 
memories, grasping at something that continually 
escapes them. Haunting their recollections is one 
mysterious woman who, convinced of the box's 
good or evil powers, pursues it with deadly 
desperation."--Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781644452493 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Mystery fiction. 2.Psychological fiction.  I. Ti. 

823.92 Z 
Zupp, Walker, author. 

Jiggery pokery / Walker Zupp. – [United 
States] : [Walker Zupp], [2022] 

289 pages ; 23 cm 
"John Gaule, rector of Saint Andrew’s in Great 
Staughton, is suffering a mid-life crisis. He splits his 
time between delivering fiery sermons, and giving 
his lover, Anne Pritchard, a headache. A terror grips 
England when the Witchfinder General Matthew 
Hopkins makes his way through Gaule’s part of the 
country – hanging and drowning accused witches 
wherever he goes... As the situation worsens, John 
Gaule, along with the lawyer Putnam Fawcett, 
decide to put an end to the Witchfinder General’s 
reign of terror..."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798835918034 (paperback) : $15.00 
1.Historical fiction. 2.Fantasy fiction.  I. Ti. 

823.92 Z 
Zupp, Walker, author. 

Martha / Walker Zupp. – First Montag Press 
e-book and paperback original edition. – 
[Sausalito, CA] : Montag Press, [2017] 

339 pages ; 21 cm 
"The year is 2089. In an independent Scotland, 
Constable Harmon Chikenyyt is thrown into a world 
of drug-dealers and pimps. Their goal is simple: to 
use and sell as much of the hallucinogenic 
cannabinoid D.E.R.P. as possible. Suddenly, civil war 
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breaks out in Belgium. The British Parliament 
decides to intervene with a band of Northern Irish 
mercenaries. As the civil war escalates, it becomes 
clear to Tara Blimmen that everything is connected; 
that each crime committed, whether in Scotland, 
the halls of Westminster, or Belgium, is a symptom 
of something far deadlier... In Antarctica, at a 
research station funded by the bank I.T.C.B. 
Holdings plc, pharmacologist Norvin Tubaniña has 
been tasked with understanding Martha--if that’s 
even possible."-- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781940233659 (paperback) : $10.00 
1.Science fiction. 2.Dystopian fiction.  I.Ti 

823.92 Z 
Zupp, Walker, author. 

Nakadai / Walker Zupp. – First Montag Press 
e-book and paperback original edition. – 
[Sausalito, CA] : Montag Press, [2022] 

252 pages ; 21 cm 
"Twickley, England – when Hiroshi Nakadai is 
studying for his PhD in Linguistics he comes into 
contact with a powerful and evil force... His 
supervisor, Professor Mutton, has been enslaved by 
The Great Word: an intergalactic being hell-bent on 
conquering the world. When Nakadai becomes a 
professor, he decides to take matters into his own 
hands. Using his phenomenal intelligence, he 
decides to fight the Great Word--and confuse the 
hell out of his PhD student, Nicola, along the way…"-
- Amazon.com. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9781957010144 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Science fiction. 2.Satire.  I.Ti. 
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Lister, Terry, author. 
Let's go to Gabon, Cameroon, and Namibia / 
Terry Lister. – [Bermuda] : WordWorld 
Publishing, [2023] 

172 pages : colour illustrations, map ; 23 
cm. – (Travels with Terry) 

"Embark on a remarkable literary adventure 
through the captivating landscapes and vibrant 
cultures of Gabon, Cameroon, and Namibia with 
award-winning travel writer, Terry Lister. In "Let's 
Go To Gabon, Cameroon, and Namibia," the third 
installment of his Travels with Terry series, Lister 
invites readers to join him on an extraordinary 
journey of exploration and cultural discovery."--
Back cover. 
Bda. Author 
ISBN: 9798398738896 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Lister, Terry–Travel. 2.Gabon–Description and travel. 
3.Cameroon–Description and travel. 4.Namibia–
Description and travel.  I.Ti. II.Series: Lister, Terry. 
Travels with Terry. 

920-929/B Biography, Genealogy, Insignia   

B ADC 
Adcock, Newton, author. 

How does one eat an elephant . . . / by 
Newton Adcock. – [Bermuda] : [Newton 
Adcock], [2023] 

vii, 82 pages : illustrations (some colour), facsimiles, 
portraits (some colour) ; 28 cm 
"This is part 1. Part 1 goes from when I was about 
3 years old to about my 60th birthday. Part 2 goes 

from my 60th year plus and I have started Part 2 
and will continue to work on it once I have finished 
and published Part 1. That could be whenever...so 
keep a look-out for Part 2. You might discover 
yourself in here, if not, I'm sure you will recognize 
someone you know. You will learn a lot about me 
and Bermuda at the same time. Just read on."--
Page vii. 
ISBN: 9780947482732 : $35.00 
1.Adcock, Newton. 2.Bermuda–Biography. 3.Bermuda–
History–Biography.  I.Ti. 

B BEE 
Fox, Brad (Bradley), author. 

The Bathysphere book : effects of the 
luminous ocean depths / Brad Fox. – First 
edition. – New York : Astra House, [2023] 

336 pages : colour illustrations, facsimiles ; 24 cm 
Includes bibliographical references (pages 325-333). 
"A gorgeous account of William Beebe's 1934 
Bathysphere expedition, the first-ever deep-sea 
voyage to the otherworldly environment 3,024 
feet below sea level"-- Provided by publisher. 
ISBN: 9781662601903 : $32.00 
1.Beebe, William, 1877-1962. 2.Barton, Otis. 3.Hollister, 
Gloria. 4.Bathysphere Expedition (1934) 5.Underwater 
exploration–History. 6.Explorers–Biography.  I.Ti. 

B BUL 
Bulford, Kenith, author. 

Bermuda Triangle’s most wanted : life on the 
run / Kenith “Ethan” Bulford. – [Beverly Hills, 
CA] : StoryTerrace, 2023. 

133 pages : illustrations, colour portraits ; 23 cm 
"I was "helped" into the back of a police van and 
taken off to the local police station. I was allowed to 
phone a lawyer, who came straight away and told 
me to say nothing. I took his advice and the only 
two words I used were 'no comment'. Because they 
could not actually jail me at that stage, I was 
released on a $5,000 bail. I was told to report back 
in one month. I nodded in agreement but I was 
already formulating other plans. I didn't see any 
alternative to fleeing the island once again but it 
was going to take some planning. So I went into 
hiding...Those close encounters with the police did 
not end, quite the opposite-they got hotter!"--Back 
cover. 
ISBN: 9798853140806 (paperback) : $40.00 
1.Bulford, Kenith Ethan. 2.Crime–Bermuda. 
3.Criminals–Bermuda–Biography.  I.Ti. 

B COX 
Cox, John, author. 

A book of trees / John Cox. – [Orange Valley, 
Bermuda] : [John Cox], [2022] 

48 pages : illustrations, facsimiles, genealogical 
tables, portraits ; 22 x 26 cm 

The Cox family is descended from several 17th 
century Bermuda settlers numerous times over. 
These connections, illustrated by hand-drawn family 
trees, also show just how interrelated the Cox 
family's Bermuda grandparents were to each 
other.--Adapted from foreword. 
No price. 
1.Cox family. 2.Bermuda–Biography. 3.Bermuda–
Genealogy.  I.Ti. 

B KAS 
Kast, Anne, author. 

Against all odds : the memoir of Anne Kast / 
Anne Kast. – [Bermuda] : [Anne Kast], [2023] 

64 pages : colour illustrations, facsimiles ; 26 cm 
ISBN: 9780947482664 (paperback) : $20.00 
1.Kast, Anne. 2.Kast family. 3.Bermuda–Biography.  I.Ti. 
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B LIL 
Liles, Lee-Ann, author. 

My body the battlefield / Lee-Ann A. Liles. – 
First printing edition. – [Bermuda] : [Lee-Ann A. 
Liles], 2023. 

99 pages ; 30 cm 
Includes bibliographical references (page 99). 
"This work of creative nonfiction titled My Body 
The Battlefield is a collection of stories and essays 
geared towards an understanding of the body and 
its ability to be renewed after trauma. Main 
themes incorporated are aging, illness, and death 
and lesser themes are place, home, and the self."--
Back cover. 
ISBN: 9780947482558 (paperback) : $40.00 
1.Liles, Lee-Ann. 2.Bermudian essays. 3.Bermuda–
Biography.  I.Ti. 

B MAC  
MacLean, Katherine, author. 

Midnight water : a psychedelic memoir / 
Katherine MacLean, Ph.D. – Battlebro, 
Vermont : Green Writers Press, [2023] 

xx, 318 pages ; 23 cm 
Includes bibliographical references (pages 317-318). 
A story of grief and redemption by a 
groundbreaking scientist who led the way in 
psychedelic research. In Dr. MacLean's first year on 
the faculty at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, her 
path takes an unexpected detour following the 
death of her younger sister from cancer. After 
leaving her faculty job, MacLean travels the world -- 
bringing medical and humanitarian aid to remote 
Himalayan villages and creating sanctuary spaces for 
psychedelic support -- until she settles on an organic 
farm. While birthing and raising her two children, 
leading workshops, psychedelic retreats, and 
training to become an MDMA therapist, MacLean’ s 
traumatic past and the loss of her sister continue to 
haunt her. When her father is dying, MacLean 
realises that she must dive straight into the heart of 
her own labyrinth in order to forgive him. Midnight 
Water is not only a personal story of psychedelic 
healing but an inspired vision for a psychedelic 
future that positions women and family caregivers 
at the centre of home-based healing, from birth 
through death. 
ISBN: 9798986532479 (paperback) : $23.00 
1.MacLean, Katherine. 2.Hallucinogens–Therapeutic 
use. 3.Psychotherapy patients–Biography. 4.Bermuda–
Biography.  I.Ti. 

B SMI 
Proctor, Laverne M., author. 

Out of shingles / Laverne M. Proctor. – 
Maitland, FL : Xulon Press, [2023] 

xii, 80 pages ; 21 cm 
Includes bibliographical references (pages 79-80). 
"Out of Shingles came about while the author was 
recuperating from the condition. It allowed the 
author to seriously reflect on her health and what 
had brought this about and on many other 
situations that she had recently experienced. She 
concluded that these things are all part of the 
journeys of life. With her love of sharing 
information, she hopes that her experiences will 
help others to navigate through life a little easier."--
Back cover. 
ISBN: 9781662878619 (paperback) : $19.75 
1.Proctor, Laverne M. 2.Health self-care. 3.Bermuda–
Biography.  I.Ti. 
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To see any of the items in this bibliography please come into the Bermuda National Library on 
Queen Street. 

Bermuda National Library (Adult Services) opening hours (as of 31 Jan. 2022): 

Monday - closed  
Tuesday to Thursday - 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.  
Friday - 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.  
Saturday - 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.  
Sunday - closed 

These and all other books, DVDs, etc. held by the Adult and Youth Sections of the Bermuda 
National Library are listed in the online catalogue found on the Bermuda National Library's 
website: 

Website: www.bnl.bm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For questions/comments regarding the Bermudiana Collection contact: 
 
Local Studies Librarian 
Tel. (441) 295-2905 

e-mail: ejhollis@gov.bm 
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